The idea of continuously monitoring well-being using mobilesensing systems is gaining popularity. In-situ measurement of human behavior has the potential to overcome the short comings of gold-standard surveys that have been used for decades by the medical community. However, current sensing systems have mainly focused on tracking physical health; some have approximated aspects of mental health based on proximity measurements but have not been compared against medically accepted screening instruments. In this paper, we show the feasibility of a multi-modal mobile sensing system to simultaneously assess mental and physical health. By continuously capturing fine-grained motion and privacysensitive audio data, we are able to derive different metrics that reflect the results of commonly used surveys for assessing well-being by the medical community. In addition, we present a case study that highlights how errors in assessment due to the subjective nature of the responses could potentially be avoided by continuous mobile sensing.
INTRODUCTION
One of the pillars of population health is to improve overall quality of life by promoting cognitive, physical and mental Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. well-being [1, 2] . Everyday behaviors are often reflective of physical and mental health and can be predictive of future health problems. The standard practice for collecting behavioral data in the health sciences relies on observational data collected in laboratory settings or through periodic recall surveys or self-reports. These proxy measures have several limitations: (i) the time and resource requirements are too high to simultaneously gather data from a large number of individuals; (ii) the measurements are prone to considerable bias and the manual and sporadic recording of information often fails to capture the finer details of behavior that may be important; and (iii) the end user effort is too high to be suitable for continuous long-term monitoring.
With continued rises in medical costs, the need for a model that screens and facilitates early diagnosis, as well as increased efforts in prevention, is an essential concern for healthcare providers and administrators. Consequently, a growing number of studies are demonstrating potential of behavior monitoring devices to assist in one or more of the three clinical applications mentioned above [3, 4, 5] . The ultimate vision is to develop a mobile sensing system that can contribute significantly to cognitive, physical and mental wellbeing while maintaining easy and universal applicability, security and patient privacy protection, and low cost. sirability bias, and sometimes suffer from issues like "backfilling" due to non-adherence to time-sensitive protocols (i.e. completing daily surveys at end of the week [6] ). Electronic survey tools such as digital diaries, smart-phone and web-based surveys allow investigators to tailor and improve survey questions dynamically, reduce recall bias by collecting responses close in time to one's experience, and avoid backfilling by digitally time-stamping the submitted surveys. However, recall surveys and EMA, both paper-based and electronic, do not capture activities continuously and rely on the subjects to be responsive, can be cumbersome, and may require periodic re-administration, thereby hindering their consistent use in the primary care setting.
More recently, a variety of sensor-based systems have emerged with great potential of circumventing recall limitation and subjective dependence of aforementioned techniques. These sensor-based systems differ in their mobility, placements, numbers, and continuity in data capture, and have their own advantages and limitations. For example, video camera and RFID equipped rooms have been used to capture physical activity and sleep patterns for users [12] . These systems usually capture a portion of user's daily life and can be prohibitively costly for mass use. In contrast, wearable singlesensor devices such as pedometers and monoaxial accelerometers have been used to measure physical activity continuously and unobtrusively while observing subjects in their natural environment [13, 14, 15] . Although useful, singlesensor based systems are limited in the types of activities they can capture. To overcome this limitation, investigators have used a combination of multiple sensors placed on different locations of the body to learn more about subject behavior [16] . These systems can capture a richer set of activities and can yield higher accuracy in recognizing activities. Another approach investigators have explored is the use of single mobile devices equipped with multiple types of sensors. Devices such as Actigraph [17] , Sensewear [18] , the Mobile Sensing Platform (MSP) [19] and LifeShirt system (Vivometrics, Ventura, CA) [20] provide versatility by detecting different modalities ranging from light and directional acceleration to physiological signals. These devices and new sensor-equipped smartphones have been used in a wide range of applications ranging from measurement of physical activity and energy expenditure to providing contextaware instantaneous feedback with goal of preventing future health complications. Furthermore, a network of wearable sensors communicating with a central server has demonstrated the potential benefits of monitoring and assisting in the care of the aged, a rapidly growing subset of population [21] .
In contrast, the use of automated sensing techniques in assessing mental health has been very limited. Mental illness costs $30.7 billion/year [22] in the US alone. Depression, a common psychiatric disorder, has a prevalence of 5-25% [23, 24] and contributes significantly to the cost of healthcare [25, 26] . Previous research has shown that increased social activity correlates negatively with depressive behavior and can even improve depressive symptoms [27, 28] . Others have demonstrated using subjective methods that physical activity delays cognitive decline [29] . Some aspects of mental health have been approximated using proximity measurements [30] . We feel proximity based approach has three potential limitations: (i) its inability to detect reduction in physical activity and speech limits availability of useful information for clinicians to treate and manage mental dysfunction, (ii) interactions inferred from speech and colocation have been shown to be different [31] , thus it is possible that behavioral indicators of social isolation may be manifesting itself but not being detected by colocation, and (iii) the system has not been compared against medically approved screening techniques validated in the medical literature and used in practice. Nonetheless, purely proximity based approaches may be a useful tool to screen for mental health risk but we believe a detailed measure of behavior will be more useful to practitioners for diagnosis purposes and is a worthy line of investigation. There is also a growing body of evidence supporting the use of acoustical properties of speech to detect changes in emotional health [32] , variations in mood [33, 34] and periods of stress [35] . Furthermore, voice analysis can detect changes in verbal initiation (difficulty in starting sentences) and perseveration, characteristics highly associated with changes in mental health and inability to perform Instrumental Activities of Daily Living [36] . We believe these results, together with the fact that face-to-face conversations, are still perceived as a common and important medium for social communication [37] , make the continuous study of human speech in people's daily life a valuable line of investigation for mental health assessment.
CONTRIBUTIONS
In this paper we present an automated system for measuring mental well-being from behavioral indicators in natural everyday settings, in addition to measuring physical wellbeing. We describe the sensing and activity recognition system and its deployment in a real-world setting of older adults. We assess its reliability, its feasibility in this population, and its validity with established health instruments.
We hypothesized that continuous recording of daily audio patterns, specifically relating to the amount of human speech, would be linked to social and mental well-being. To address the challenges of survey implementation and test our hypothesis, we used a previously developed mobile multimodal sensor platform for continuous and objective evaluation of mental health in a small group of elders. Specific contributions include:
• Automatic analysis of the amount of speech occurring in natural settings while avoiding raw audio collection for privacy protection. Correlation between the total amount of human speech sensed and the well-established paperbased surveys for mental health like CES-D score, SF-36, and Friendship Scale, approached statistical significance for CES-D and showed statistically significant correlation for SF-36 Mental Health Component and Friendship Scale.
• In addition to mental health, an overall physical activity score was computed, based on a weighted count of simPaper Session: How Healthy? UbiComp'11 / Beijing, China ple physical activity categories including stationary (sitting/standing), walking on flat surface, walking up and down inclines. This physical activity score showed significant correlation with Yale Physical Activity Survey (YPAS), a survey commonly used by the medical community.
• Presentation of a case study that illustrates how automated sensing could potentially lead to improved screening of mental health disorders and can overcome some of the limitations of current paper-based surveys. Specifically, in a subject whose CES-D scores were well below those that would indicate depressive symptoms, the sensor-based measurements were in closer agreement with observational assessment by the physician and the medical trainee on the research team.
STUDY OVERVIEW: ASSESSING MENTAL AND PHYSI-CAL WELL-BEING
Fine-grained sensor data were collected continuously from a group of older adults living in a continuing care retirement community. Located at the bottom of a hill, the retirement community includes a variety of facilities including a dining center, a library, group meeting rooms, and a fitness center. Apartment buildings surround the community center and are situated at a relatively higher elevation. Sloping roads connect the community center to the apartments.
Letters were sent to resident mailboxes and posted on major announcement boards across the retirement community requesting unpaid volunteers to participate in a study on automatic sensing of mental and physical well-being. Interested residents were interviewed by the team physician to establish availability for the entirety of pilot, comfort level with electronic devices, and were selected on a first come basis as a convenience sample. Eight self-selected adults were recruited: 4 singles and 2 couples; 50% male and female. The length of the pilot study was 10 consecutive days in August 2009 from 7am to 7pm; inter-individual variability was roughly ±2 hours for pickup and drop off times. One participant dropped from the study one day before the start of study due to personal reasons unrelated to the study protocol. Investigators found a replacement but lost one day of observation due to recruitment delay for that subject. All participants were informed of their right to leave the study at any time and briefed on the Institutional Review Board (IRB) approved pilot design, its goals, and the extent of use of the collected data. All participants accepted the terms and conditions by signing a written informed consent form during their face-to-face time with project investigators. Four surveys (CES-D, YPAS, SF-36, and Friendship Scale) [9, 7, 8, 38] were administered before and after the pilot and a usability survey was administered post-study only to evaluate participants' experience with the device, surveys, and to receive comments and concerns about the technology's potential and privacy concerns.
During data collection, each participant wore a 2-inch waistmounted device equipped with multiple sensors: 3-axis accelerometer, barometer, light sensors, temperature sensor, humidity sensor, compass and microphone. Each device was equipped with a clip so the subject could wear it comfortably around the waist. Participants were trained one day prior to the start of the pilot on basic usage of the device. To tackle scenarios where the participants may feel uncomfortable to record, they were shown how to turn on and off the device and where to contact the medical trainee, who was always present on-site during the study. Also, acceptable ways of wearing the device were demonstrated. Participants were instructed to avoid placing the device in pockets and wet environments as the device is not waterproof. Participants received no special instruction on changing their daily routine, and were allowed to travel outside the facility with the device. At the start and end of the protocol (i.e., on two different days), participants completed a series of activities (short walk, walking up and down inclines) and engaged in casual conversation in different parts of the retirement community that amounted to approximately 80 minutes of total data (8-15 minutes of data for each subject). This data is later used to compare the recognition accuracy with previous published results [39, 40, 41, 42] . Devices were collected daily every evening, data was extracted, and batteries were recharged. Participants were asked to occasionally monitor the recording LED and were provided instructions to seek assistance from on-site support or contact one of the principal investigators (a computer scientist and a family medicine physician) in case there was an issue or if device stopped recording. Although the recorded features do not allow reconstruction of audio afterwards, they enabled us to infer when human voice was present and whether there was conversation. This information is also sufficient for estimating who was speaking when, and how a specific subject was speaking (energy and pitch) [41, 43] . In this context, it is worth mentioning that during the study we learned that the privacy sensitive audio data collection was very well accepted by users, since there was no incident of a participant turning off the device or seeking assistance for turning off the device due to privacy concerns. It can be argued that we could have recorded raw audio for further analysis given such a pilot study. But we want to argue that privacy sensitive features enable us to collect data in realistic environments continuously in unobtrusive way. Furthermore, it is still possible to do interesting analysis related to health and mental well-being using non-verbal aspects of speech (e.g., pitch, speaking rate, loudness) and are supported by previous research [44, 45, 46] . In addition, the Health Insurance Portability and AcPaper Session: How Healthy? UbiComp'11 / Beijing, China countability Act (HIPAA) provides strict guidelines on protecting personal health information. Since this act prevents access and use of health information without explicit consent of all patients, recording of raw health information becomes extremely challenging, since it is almost impossible to control when unconsented individuals in the background gets recorded. Even for our experiments, the management authority of the retirement community would not have approved continuous recording of audio. Although focused recording in pre-specified rooms may have been a possibility, it defeats the goal of our study, which aims to assess mental health from passive sensing of everyday speech in naturalistic conditions. 
Overview of Speech and Conversation Detection
Audio is processed on-the-fly to extract and record features that are informative for inferring the presence and style of speech and conversations but not enough to reconstruct the words that are spoken. We utilize the privacy-sensitive speech processing methods developed in [47, 42] . Features that are recorded include: (i) non-initial maximum auto-correlation peak, (ii) the total number of auto-correlation peaks, and (iii) relative spectral entropy -these features have been shown to be particularly useful for detecting the structure of voiced speech and are more robust than energy based methods. The first step in the inference pipeline involves finding audio segments that contain human voice. A two-state hidden Markov model (HMM) is used to classify speech vs. nonspeech segments using the aforementioned three recorded features. For each hidden state, the observation probability is modeled using a multi-variate Gaussian distribution (for a detailed description of the classification approach please see [47] ). Upon detection of human voice, mutual information between voicing segments for each pair of microphones is used to find conversations among subjects. If two individuals are in the same physical environment and engaged in a conversation, they will take turns in speaking, which will result in high mutual information between the two sensor streams. If a third individual, who also happens to be wearing a device, also takes part in the conversation with the two, our method will also put the third person in conversation with the first two because conversation detection method will compute mutual information for each pair of users who are wearing the devices (for detailed discussion of the conversation detection technique please see [48, 42] ).
Overview of Physical Activity Detection
Physical activities such as walking on flat surface, walking up and down on inclines, and stationary (includes both sitting and standing) were detected based on features extracted from accelerometer and barometric pressure data. We segmented the data into quarter second segments and manually labeled the activity for supervised learning and testing. The features included energy, mean, variance, and suite of spectral features for the accelerometer data, and variance and signed change in pressure over various time windows for the barometric pressure data. We use simple boosted decision-stump classifiers [49] in our current experiments to train binary activity classifiers. Boosted decision stumps have been successfully used in a variety of classification [50] tasks including human activity recognition [39, 51] . For each activity A i , we iteratively learn an ensemble of weak binary classifiers
and their associated weights α m i using a variation of the AdaBoost algorithm [52] . The final output is a weighted combination of the weak classifiers. The prediction of classifier C i is:
The classification approach is based on the approach previously developed and validated by Lester, et. al. . We refer the reader to [39, 51] for further details.
Overview of Survey Instruments
Four common surveys for measuring well-being used by healthcare practitioners were administered in a pre-post study design. Subjects completed these paper-based surveys one day prior to study commencement and repeated again one day after the study was concluded (three subjects took the poststudy surveys two days after the conclusion of the study).
Conducetd surveys are as follows:
Friendship Scale is a self-administered [38] survey that measures six dimensions of social isolation and connectedness. Each question can be scored from 0-4 points and adds Table 2 the questions used to obtain the mental health score based on five out of the total eight sections.
CES-D (Center for Epidemiological Study Depression
Scale) is one of the most frequently used surveys to screen for depressive symptoms and behaviors. Each question is scored from 0-3 points with a maximum of 60 points. Individuals with scores 16 or higher are considered to have symptoms indicative of clinical depression [9] .
YPAS (Yale Physical Activity Survey) [7] is a survey requiring administration that recalls activities performed during a typical period in the previous month. The validated survey estimates energy expenditure (kcals/week), total time spent doing vigorous or leisure activities, and provides a total activity summary index. 
Evaluation Methodology
Evaluation of data collected in everyday environment is challenging as it is often impossible to have "ground-truth" for every single data point recorded. In order to be confident in our analysis and findings, we took a multi-pronged approach to evaluation. The first step was to label some data from the subjects in the retirement community and compare the physical activity and speech classification accuracy with the accuracy numbers on labeled datasets collected from other individuals in different geographical locations and from different age groups. For speech classification, the comparison dataset included more than twenty-five individuals ranging between 18-50 years of age and about an hour of labeled speech [48, 42] . For activity classification, the comparison dataset included ten individuals ranging between 20-30 years of age and with more than ten hours of labeled data [39, 40] . The labeled data from the retirement community was much smaller in size but was collected in two different days and in different locations of the facility. The speech data was labeled at a very fine granularity to accurately label human voice that changes in the order of milliseconds. We had 16,000 labeled data points collected from the retirement community amounting to little over 4 minutes of audio. For the activity data, we had slightly over 19,000 labeled data points amounting to 80 minutes of data. Our approach for validation was to ensure consistency in classification results across data sets. Since neither the sensing device nor the algorithms changed, we believe it is sufficient to ensure that the new results are consistent with previous results and it is not necessary to collect an extensive new labeled dataset for this population, which is not feasible given the age of our subjects and their willingness to generate such a dataset.
In addition to verifying the consistency of our classification accuracy with existing results, a family care practitioner interviewed each subject during recruitment and a medical trainee was present on-site everyday throughout the day while the study was ongoing. The medical trainee was trained by the physician to administer the surveys to ensure reliability and compliance. The trainee typically had brief interactions with the subjects when he handed out the sensing devices every morning and collected them every evening. He also had occasional interactions with the elders if they chose to come by his room during the day for any questions related to the study. A few subjects used this opportunity to stop by for social interactions. This provided us with some opportunistically collected observational data and indication to whether the survey responses from the subjects were consistent with the medical trainee and the physician's observations.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, we present the classification accuracy of the various activity classifiers as well as our findings related to the in-situ assessment of physical and mental well-being.
Classification Accuracy
As mentioned previously, a small amount of labeled data is used to test whether our performance is similar to previously published results on larger datasets [48, 42] and evaluate if it is robust across diverse scenarios in the retirement comPaper Session: How Healthy? UbiComp'11 / Beijing, China munity and across subjects. According to our previous research [48, 42] , the typical accuracy numbers for inferring human speech ranged between 85%-95% and conversation detection was approximately 95%. For activity recognition, detection accuracy numbers ranged from 80%-95% for stationary, walking on a flat surface, walking up and walking down inclines [39, 40] .
As described in the Evaluation Methodology section, four minutes of raw audio included speech both inside the meeting room and around the retirement center. These data are manually labeled for the speech and non-speech segments. Three minutes of this data is used for training and the remaining for testing. However, one concern is that the speech/non-speech classifier can overhear the sound of TV programs and classify human speech in TV programs as speech. Since in subsequent analysis, we plan to use the amount of human speech in a subject's conversational vicinity for mental health assessment, we discuss how we filter out speech sounds that occur in TV programs. In a preliminary test of a TV recording that included movie and news (including commercials), the speech inference algorithm classified 19% of the recording as speech. To filter out TV speech, we use two energy features derived from the audio signal. During speech in conversational vicinity there is a broader spread in the energy intensity in the voiced region due to non-fixed location of the speech sound (as opposed to fixed location of TV) and the energy values of voiced regions for TV are more uniform across time. Thus, the entropy of energy intensity is higher for human speech occurring in the same physical space compared to the human speech occurring on TV. And entropy of energy distribution over time will be lower for speech in the same physical space compared to speech in TV. These features are computed for every three minute windows. Thirty-three minutes of conversation data and fifty seven minutes of TV program data is used (comprising of a short movie segment and news program) to train a model. A simple Gaussian classifier, where one gaussian is trained for TV and one gaussian for conversation, is used for classification. On a separate testing dataset that included one hundred and three minutes of conversation and forty-two minutes of TV data, the classifier have a 100% classification accuracy for TV and 94% accuracy for human voice occurring in the same location of the subject. The conversation data used for training and testing in this experiment were collected from a research group meeting, casual conversation between colleagues in the department and during the orientation session at the retirement community. We apply this filtering algorithm after the speech inference step to eliminate instances of TV speech. Table 5 shows the number of minutes inferred as human speech across different subjects for the entire 10 day data collection. During our analysis, we found that subject 08's microphone was faulty and the audio recorded by the device was unusable for speech and conversation detection. Furthermore, subject 04 stopped recording on several occasions before the afternoon and most of the data collection was heavily skewed towards the morning. We omitted subject 04's data when computing correlation with the survey scores as the amount and distribution of data collection from him was substantially different than the rest of the study group. Figure 4 shows data availability for different subjects.
Conversation is detected only between the study participants as the detection algorithm assumes that each of the conversation participant will be carrying their own microphones. The mutual information between the inferred speech streams are calculated for each pair of subjects for every two minute of data and conversation is identified using a threshold on the mutual information score that was obtained via crossvalidation [48, 42] . Table 3 shows the number of minutes of conversation that took place between each pair of subjects over the 10 day period. One particular point to note is that subject 03 and 04 are a couple and they have the highest amount of conversation between them (the other couple in the experiment is not presented here because that couple includes subject 08 whose audio data, as stated above, was unusable for further analysis). In this context, conversation analysis is presented here not just for sanity checking our data but to show that it reveals important interpersonal information among the subjects of the experiment. Also conversation analysis is pivotal for speaker segmentation [42] and subsequent user specific speech analysis, like pitch, speaking rate etc., which will be used for future research.
For physical activity recognition, a total of 80 minutes of physical activity data was collected from the subjects. Out of this data, 25 minutes of data is labeled for stationary, walking on flat surface, walking up and down inclines. During labeling, it is ascertained that data from every subject is represented and all classes have roughly the same number of labeled data points. Leave one subject out cross-validation results are reported in Table 4 . Here, we expect the performance numbers on the small test dataset to be higher and the actual performance will be closer to previously published results [39, 40] . We would like to reiterate that these evaluations are mainly used to check that the classification accuracy is consistent with the performance of prior systems. Furthermore, cross-validation establishes that the classification worked robustly across individuals and device placement variations. 
Automated Measurement of Mental Well-Being
To determine the relationship between sensed speech and mental well-being, we calculated the fraction of time human speech was present within conversational proximity for each subject (as shown in table 5 ). Fraction of time refers to the ratio of the time human speech was present within conversational proximity and the total duration of recording. We use fraction rather than total amount of speech for the subjects because of unequal data length across different subjects. Univariate regression analysis comparing the sensed speech with SF-36 Mental Health Score revealed a positive correlation R= 0.82 (p=0.048). In order to interpret this result, it is worth delving into the SF-36 Mental Health Score. It is the average of five out of eight sections of the survey, which include Social Functioning, Role Emotional, Mental Health, and Reported Health. Table 2 contains the questions used in these five sections. The Social Functioning dimension is concerned with issues that interfere with subjective perception of General Health, and Vitality. Role Emotional is concerned with emotions that interfere with daily social and occupational activities. The Mental Health dimension captures subjective self-perception, which can be clouded by pathologic negative interpersonal interactions and subject's current mood, especially in those with mood disorders [53, 54, 55] . The General Health represents subjective perception of health compared to others. Lastly, Vitality captures the subjective perception of energy and stamina. Thus, a comprehensive look at mental health score accounts for emotional or physical stressors that interfere with socialization and seeks to quantify the effect on the emotional integrity of the participant. Directly capturing amount of human speech present in an individual's close vicinity can indicate whether an individual is socially engaged and provide valuable information about metal health. Although, the measurement of speech alone is unlikely to be a conclusive or comprehensive measurement of mental health, it can serve as a continuous indicator and early warning system.
Regression analysis comparing fraction of human speech sensed in conversational proximity and CES-D scores revealed a negative correlation R= -0.73 (p=0.096), which is slightly outside the statistical significance range in this small sample. Note that higher CES-D scores indicate increased presence of depressive symptoms. In addition to CES-D and SF-36, regression analysis comparing fraction of human speech sensed in conversation vicinity and friendship scales revealed a strong correlation of R= 0.96 (p=0.002).
Anecdotal qualitative observations provide support that sensed measurements can be used to assess mental health and are often used as one of the early screening methods for depression. Table 5 shows that subject 01 scored above 25 on CES-D and had a much lower SF-36 Mental Health score.
Comparing this score to the interaction-based assessment of the participant by the medical trainee and the physician in the team (before survey results were obtained) confirmed concerns that the participant appeared socially isolated, and avoided large groups, and was dysthymic (exhibiting depressive symptoms without a formal diagnosis of depression) and unhappy. Automatically inferred speech duration for subject 01 was low compared to what was observed for the rest of the group. We also discuss another example in section below. Table 6 shows the breakdown of classified activities, namely walking on flat surface, walking up and down inclines, and being stationary (sitting and standing). The unknown category contained all segments of the data that were not associated with the four classified types of activity. Comparing the percentage of time spent doing a specific activity with daily patterns and physical limitations of individual subjects shows good qualitative correlation. Subject 05 reported walking and participating in other physical activities multiple hours daily and had the highest amount of climbing up, down and walking and the lowest percentage of stationary data in the group. Lastly, subject 07 had a neurological disease that limited the person's ability to walk and take part in other physical activities. This is reflected in the amount of
Paper Session: How Healthy? UbiComp'11 / Beijing, China stationary activity that is inferred-the highest in the groupand also by the lower values for all other activities. Furthermore, it is worth mentioning that the retirement community is situated on a hilly area with sloping pathways. A few of the subjects took long daily walks along those path and as a result have high percentages of walking up and walking down inclines.
To demonstrate the potential to partly capture the information gathered by surveys using automatically sensed behavior, we compute a weighted sum of physical activity measure inferred using Equation 2 and compare it to the YPAS Activity Index. In the equation, a i (in percentage) represents different types of activities (stationary, walking, walking up inclines, walking down inclines) and w i corresponds to the weights of different activities in the overall inferred activity score A.
A multi-dimensional linear regression is utilized to determine relations between YPAS scores and the measures computed from the sensed data. Coefficients (or weights) generated by this regression are as follows: 0.6 for stationary, 3.0 for walking, 5.0 for walking up inclines, 1.0 for walking down inclines, and -1.5 for unknown. These weights for different activities make intuitive sense and reflect the increasing intensity of activity and calories burnt as one goes from stationary, walking down, walking on flat surface to walking up. Furthermore, possible explanation for the negative weight for unknown is two fold: (i) it may represent activities that do not correspond to any physical activity; (ii) a high relative proportion of unknown makes the values for other physical activities lower than usual (i.e., it has a negative effect on other physical activities).
The total minutes for different activities inferred from sensor measurements can be found in Table 6 and the weighted sum can be computed based on Equation 2 to obtain the activity score. The inferred activity score demonstrates a correlation of R=0.88 with p=0.01 with the YPAS activity index. Of note, subject 04's data is not included in the correlation analysis because of lack of data throughout the day.
An unexpected finding was observed for subject 02 regarding the relationship between inferred activity score (A) (from equation 2) and the YPAS activity score. Direct observation of the person's daily activities indicated that the subject spent most of the day being active as a volunteer and also spent time cooking/cleaning her home. The inferred activity level was comparable to the rest of the group and this paralleled observational assessment by the medical trainee who was always at the facility during data collection. However, YPAS reported a much lower estimate of their physical activity level. Despite being administered by the medical trainee, inaccurate recall of daily activities, human error in calculating amount of time spent doing a specific activity, and limitation of the survey in capturing the time spent participating in the specific volunteer task the person engaged in may have contributed to this discrepancy. Our primary goal was to validate sensor-based measurement of in-situ behavior with paper-surveys, the current gold standards in health industry for assessing mental and physical health. We also wanted to explore the potential limitations of self-reported measurement of behavior and how continuous sensing of behavior using easily wearble mobile sensors can supplement and improve currently available tools and methods in health behavioral sciences. Analysis of total amount of speech for subject 06 provides a case example illustrating the limitations of the standard methods for measuring mental health and suggests that automated measurements could potentially overcome these limitations. A comparison of subject 06's CES-D and the Mental Health component of the SF-36 scores and the inferred activities indicate that: (i) there are no major mental health concerns detected by CES-D and SF-36 and (ii) the surveys disagree with the measurement made using the mobile sensors (6.9% of human speech sensed in conversation vicinity, which is second lowest after subject 01), and raised concerns of social isolation, a major risk factor for emotional well-being [56] . The sensor based measurement was in agreement with direct observations made by the medical trainee. This subjective measurement of mental health could have been inappropriately influenced by one or more factors including skewed self-perception, misinterpretation of questionnaires, and purposeful misrepresentation. Thus, continuos sensing could be utilized in preventing exclusive dependence on subject for accurate recall, interpretation and response to questions.
LIMITATIONS AND SHORTFALLS
Our study has several of limitations. The sample size was small and it is difficult to draw definitive conclusions and should be viewed as a promising pilot study. Similarly, this study was focused on older adults. Additional investigation needs to be performed on other populations to see if findings are generalizable. While we did collect a small amount of observational data, we did not perform continuous direct observation. Although this strategy would have made compar-ison between subjective behavior and actual behavior easier, it would have likely biased observations by disrupting the natural setting of participants. shows distribution of the hours of data recorded on each day for a given subject. For example, subject 02 recorded close to 9 hours of data on most days but has a couple of days where she records between 3.5-4.5 hours of data. The red dot represent the mean and the green square represents the median number of recorded hours per day for each subject. Figure 4 shows the amount of data recorded at different parts of the day during the 10 day study. It highlights the fact that subject 08 provided the least amount of data because he choose not to wear the device during voluntary duties outside the retirement facility. Subject 04 provided data mostly in the morning and his data distribution is heavily skewed towards the morning as can also be seen in Figure 4 . To increase reliability and decrease user burden, participants dropped off the sensing devices at the end of the day and picked them up the following morning. This enabled offloading of data and recharging of the batteries overnight. Due to picking up and returning the device at different times, unequal amount of data was collected for different subjects.
Finally, significantly less data were collected on day 8 due to insufficient charging of the devices during the previous night. Despite these limitations, this pilot work demonstrates the power and potential of utilizing commonly available sensors with sophisticated processing techniques to improve the detection of specific physical and behavioral activities. As more people are carrying sensors as part of everyday mobile devices, the potential to detect health problems and monitor treatment could become more efficient and effective.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we demonstrated that daily human behaviors, inferred from mobile sensors, correlate highly with wellestablished survey metrics, including measures of depressive symptoms, in older adults. In an informal usability survey, most study participants stated that they found the device easy to use, comfortable to wear, and all participants thought the sensor based approach was preferable to surveys. Though the strong quantitative results combined with qualitative acceptance is encouraging, there are scopes for future improvements in scalability, usability, robustness and in detecting finer aspects of mental health. We are currently focusing on implementing our sensing and inference system on smartphones. We believe that the recent proliferation and pervasiveness of smartphones can enable us to truly scale the passive objective well-being system for the masses. These smartphones will not only improve usability but also enable us to collect large amount of data in diverse environments and create models that are robust across scenarios. In addition to data collection, we plan to focus on different aspects of mental health, for example aspects that change rapidly overtime (e.g., non-chronic stress, mood) and that are less transient (e.g., personality). We believe this work highlights a first step towards our goal by showing that passive and continuous sensing of activity and behavior is feasible and comparable to traditional, more cumbersome methods of assessment for an increasing population like older adults. With continued advancement of these technologies, there is great potential to improve early detection of changes in well-being and overall quality of life.
